Our method, developed over a decade by a team of electricians, has proven to significantly reduce scrap and re-work costs while eliminating:

- Pre-construction costs
- Excess inventory of components
- Sourcing related issues of spot buying and partial shipments

**OUR PROCESS**

From start to finish, Prefab Solutions are efficiently manufactured and engineered to successfully be employed on any project type.

- **Review specifications for material type and electrical requirements**
- **Identify potential interference points with other trades to provide an opportunity to avoid conflict**
- **Involve experienced electricians to perform the engineering and layout of the system**
- **Identify potential installation problems and forward a RFI**
- **Schedule deliveries to coincide with project schedule**
- **React to design changes throughout the project**
OUR IMPACT

Our solutions give contractors the ability to better control their labor cost, improve material management and meet the challenging schedule demands in today’s construction environment. Prefab Solutions are developed by electricians for electricians. See our impact and learn the nVent CADDY difference below.

1. **DIRECT LABOR SAVINGS**
   Solution is 90% complete when the system arrives. Delivery is direct to the job site, as product is needed. Products incorporate time-saving features, like the proprietary open back box, to ease installation.

2. **EFFECTIVE USE OF SKILLED LABOR**
   Keep experienced staff where they belong: working on more technical tasks. Less experienced staff can simply mount the assemblies into place.

3. **ELIMINATION OF SPOT BUYING**
   Everything is preassembled and shipped complete, eliminating lost or missing items during install.

4. **ELIMINATE WIRE AND CABLE SCRAP**
   Material purchasing and tracking is reduced to one supplier, and product is released as the schedule requires.

---

**THE NVVENT CADDY PREFAB SOLUTIONS DIFFERENCE**

**ADVISE**
Our design electricians are highly skilled with decades of field experience.

**CONSULT**
A design electrician is assigned to every project. We've got you covered from start to finish.

**DESIGN**
Design services are standard with every project.

**PROTECT**
Everything we build is UL-listed, including the system itself.

**DELIVER**
We deliver direct to job site as product is needed, reducing waste.

**TRUST**
We've been in business for over a decade and work to make your job easier.

Experience the difference on your next project. Go to [http://lp.erico.com/prefab/home](http://lp.erico.com/prefab/home) for more information.